Prosper Africa Delivers Results
Prosper Africa is a U.S. Government initiative to
substantially increase two-way trade and investment
between the United States and Africa. The initiative
brings together the full range of U.S. Government
resources to connect African and American
businesses with new buyers, suppliers, and
investment opportunities. Through Prosper Africa,
the U.S. Government has helped to close 800 deals
across 45 African countries for an estimated value of
$50 billion. This collection highlights just a few of
them.

The United States Co-Invests in Shea
Butter Supply Chain with Ghana-Based
Shea butter is an important source of livelihoods for women living in
northern Ghana. The Savannah Fruits Company (SFC) is a Ghanabased company that produces handcrafted shea butter for export,
improves livelihoods for rural women by providing a stable, wellpaying market outlet for raw shea nuts as well as processing shea
butter at source. With dedicated Prosper Africa funding, USAID’s
West Africa Trade & Investment Hub signed a co-investment
partnership with Savannah Fruits Company for $1.47 million to
support the export shea butter supply chain in West Africa. By
investing in advanced shea processing centers in Ghana, Côte
d'Ivoire and Mali, SFC will help generate almost $6 million in
smallholder sales and export over $8 million to SFC’s U.S. and
European buyers. Thanks to this collaboration, SFC will support
15,600 Ghanaian, 5,000 Ivorian, and 400 Malian women
processors and kernel collectors by training women’s groups in
business management and shea collection, processing, and
production practices that meet international standards, helping to
create a more sustainable livelihood for the women and their
communities.
Learn More

Tunisian Business Proves That Global Tech
Companies Don’t Just Come from Silicon
Valley
In 2020, USAID and its partners facilitated over 100 meetings
at the Tunisia Prosper Africa Conference, connecting U.S.
investors with high-potential companies in Tunisia and across
the African continent. One of these companies was
Fulfillment Bridge, an e-commerce logistics provider. Over the
course of the next year, USAID provided Fulfillment Bridge
with transaction advisory support, creating pitch decks and
financial models to assist in investor outreach – then
engaging potential investors and helping Fulfillment Bridge to
respond to due diligence requests from interested parties.
These activities helped the company raise $750,000 in
investment from a venture capital firm based in California and
South Africa. This investment capital will fuel the company’s
growth and create new jobs, both within Fulfillment Bridge
and the many other small businesses it enables to grow and
thrive.
Learn More

U.S., Kenyan, and South African Pension
Funds Commit Over $94 Million to African
Private Equity & Infrastructure
Prosper Africa is tapping into the $380 trillion in global
institutional assets (pension funds, insurance companies,
endowments) to drive investment in Africa. The U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID) and MiDA Advisors
are using dedicated Prosper Africa funding to spearhead a
campaign to educate and engage institutional investors. The
campaign included U.S.-led investor delegations to the
African continent, a virtual roadshow for U.S. and African
asset owners, and ongoing market research to help asset
owners better evaluate the opportunities and risks in investing
in African infrastructure. Recently, a group of U.S. and African
pension funds committed over $94 million into two Africafocused funds: African Development Partners III (ADP III) and
Everstrong Kenya Infrastructure Fund (EKIF). These coinvestments will support economic development and resilient
infrastructure across the African continent while offering
investors risk-adjusted returns.
Learn More

Beninese Company Partners with U.S. Firm
to Improve Rural Energy Access with
support from the U.S. Government
While 63 percent of Benin’s urban population has
energy access, only nine percent of the country’s rural
population has access to electric power. This gap in
energy access for Benin’s rural communities creates
roadblocks to improving quality of life, local economies,
and more. The U.S. Trade and Development Agency
(USTDA) awarded grant funding to Sherlock Grids SAS,
a Beninese company that is expanding and improving
clean energy access in rural Benin. The company will
collaborate with SparkMeter, a Washington, DC-based
technology provider, to analyze the feasibility of bringing
solar-powered minigrids online for tens of thousands of
Beninese. The funding will also allow Sherlock Grids
and SparkMeter to demonstrate the benefits of
implementing a digitalized system to fully integrate and
remotely manage multiple minigrids.
Learn More

U.S. Investment Boosts COVID-19
Vaccine Manufacturing in South Africa
Access to safe, effective vaccines is critical to ending
the COVID-19 pandemic. At the same time, less than
three percent of Africa’s population has completed their
COVID-19 vaccination. This inequitable vaccine access
not only leaves millions vulnerable to COVID-19
complications but also leaves the door open to variants
that prolong the pandemic. The U.S. International
Development Finance Corporation (DFC), IFC, the
French Development institution Proparco, and DEG - the
German development finance institution are investing
€600 million in South Africa’s Aspen Pharmacare
Holdings Limited, a leading pharmaceutical company in
South Africa, to produce COVID-19 treatment therapies
and vaccines on the continent.

Learn More

U.S. Businesses Team Up to Support
Cybersecurity in Burkina Faso
Cybastion, a small American cybersecurity
company, used Prosper Africa support to win a
major cybersecurity contract in Burkina Faso.
Cybastion CEO Dr. Thierry Wandji, who immigrated
to the U.S. from Cameroon, combined technical
expertise with cultural fluency to identify this
opportunity and develop the proposal. Cybastion’s
proposal included a lower cost estimate than its
competitor and a commitment to training
government officials to manage the system.
Cybastion found a champion in Prosper Africa’s
advisors, who connected the company with Cisco
Capital. Cisco equipment and Vista Bank financing
sealed the deal.

Learn More

West African Cashew Exports Poised for
Growth in Partnership with U.S. Based
Supplier
Virginia-based Red River Foods (RRF), a leading
global supplier of plant-based food, is partnering
with the USAID West Africa Trade and Investment
Hub to bolster support for production and processing
of cashews in West Africa. With a $3 million coinvestment from the Trade Hub, Red River Foods
will expand and establish exports of cashews
sourced from 10,950 farmers, processors, and
suppliers working in Nigeria, Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire,
and Benin, providing these value chain actors with a
steady and higher income.This co-investment will
create nearly $32 million in exports and at least 482
jobs.

Learn More

West African Palm Oil Smallholder
Farmers Tap into U.S. Market
8 Degrees North, a Ghanaian palm oil processing
company, will use a $1.1 million co-investment grant
from the USAID’s West Africa Trade & Investment
Hub to support smallholder farmers in West Africa to
access the growing market for organic palm oil in
the United States. 8 Degrees North will leverage the
Trade Hub’s co-investment grant to back an alliance
with multiple partners seeking to address the
challenges of process upgrades and organic
certification in West Africa’s palm oil industry.
Exports from this venture to the United States are
expected to create over 6,000 new jobs in Ghana
and Liberia and generate over $1.7 million, with new
sales for smallholders valued at over $900,000.

Learn More

Nigeria-based Renewable Energy
Company Works with United States to
Improve Energy Access
Sosai Renewable Energies Company will conduct a
feasibility study to connect more than 200,000
women, farmers, and rural citizens to new solarpowered minigrids in Nigeria thanks to a grant from
the U.S. Trade and Development Agency and
support from Power Africa. The study will drive clean
energy solutions in Nigeria and create business
opportunities for U.S. equipment and service
providers while supporting up to 20 MW of new solar
power in rural communities. Sosai Renewable
Energies Company had previously received a grant
from the U.S. African Development Foundation in
2016, which set the company on its path to growth.
Learn More

California-Based Company Partners
with Cameroonian Business to
Increase Energy Access
More than 37 percent of Cameroon’s population is
living without access to electricity. Despite an urban
electrification rate of 96 percent, Cameroon’s rural
electrification rate is just 35 percent. Renewable
Energy Innovators Cameroon (REIc) has partnered
with SimpliPhi Power, a California-based provider of
energy storage systems, to conduct a feasibility
study on connecting more than 100,000 households
in rural Cameroon to solar-powered minigrids.
Through a U.S. Trade and Development Agency
grant, SimpliPhi Power will conduct the technical,
regulatory, financial, and legal analyses necessary
to develop up to 134 solar-powered minigrids. The
study will also include the design and monitoring of
a minigrid pilot project.
Learn More

Africa-Focused Power Company
Constructing New Hydropower Project
with U.S. Investment
Themis Group, an Africa-focused power company,
recently announced construction of the 44-MW
Singrobo Hydropower Project with financing from
Denham Capital, a Power Africa partner. After its
leadership staff participated in U.S. Government-led
investor delegations to Africa, San Francisco
Employees’ Retirement System approved a $100
million investment into Denham Capital's
International Power Fund.

Learn More

United States Co-Invests on Bulk Shea
Kernel Purchase to Support Togolese
Economy During Pandemic
Agbanga Karite Alaffia, a Togo-based shea
company, is creating jobs and growing its exports,
with U.S. Government support. Through a coinvestment with the USAID-funded West Africa
Trade and Investment Hub, Agbanga Karite Alaffia
will secure $299,000 worth of shea kernels and
other raw materials for the company’s 2021
production of shea butter products. The funded shea
kernel purchase will help preserve the jobs of 303
Togolese workers, create 20 new shea processing
positions for women and youth, provide income for
more than 6,300 shea kernel collectors, and lead to
$2 million worth of shea butter and soaps exports to
the United States.

Learn More

Chicago Teachers Invest in African
Funds
The Chicago Public School Teachers’ pension fund
recently invested $20 million in African funds that
support African businesses in healthcare, education,
telecommunications, and more. This kind of
investment is a win-win, bolstering Chicago
teachers' pension accounts and supporting
innovative and impactful African businesses. “As
investors, we can do well and we can do good,”
notes Chicago Teachers’ Chief Investment Officer
Angela Miller-May.

Learn More

The U.S. Invests in Ethiopia's Energy
Sector
Despite Ethiopia’s abundant energy resources, just 45
percent of the country’s population has access to
electricity. To change that, the Government of Ethiopia
has partnered with TM Geothermal Operations to
construct the Tulu Moye Geothermal Power Plant
Project. Once complete, the Tulu Moye plant will be
Ethiopia’s first Independent Power Project and one of
the largest geothermal plants in the country. The U.S.
Government has provided ongoing support to the Tulu
Moye plant. The U.S. Trade and Development Agency
supported a feasibility study, Power Africa helped the
Government of Ethiopia develop an independent
power producer framework to lower financing risks,
and the U.S. International Development Finance
Corporation is providing $1.55 million in technical
development.
Learn More

U.S. Supports Pandemic Recovery
Efforts for Ghana-Based Company
Global Mamas is a Ghana-based social enterprise that
works with women across Africa to create and sell
unique, handcrafted products. Amidst the COVID-19
pandemic, the company suffered a 90 percent loss in
its domestic retail sales and a 40 percent loss in global
sales. To help Global Mamas weather the pandemic,
USAID’s West Africa Trade & Investment Hub has
signed a co-investment partnership with Global
Mamas that will leverage $2 million in private funding
to support the company’s drive for sustainable growth
post-pandemic. Thanks to this funding, Global Mamas
forecasts its domestic sales to recover and its export
sales to reach nearly $1.6 million, primarily to the
United States. The partnership will also help preserve
at least 258 jobs and create at least 85 new jobs by
the end of 2022, of which about 80 percent will be for
women.
Learn More

Kenyan-Based Company
Revolutionizes Agriculture Sector
Through Solar Power
U.S.-owned technology company SunCulture closed
a $14 million investment round thanks to Prosper
Africa transaction advisory support funded by the
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID).
SunCulture sells solar-powered irrigation systems
using a “pay-as-you-grow” model, enabling Kenyan
farmers to grow food more efficiently. With this
investment, SunCulture will expand to Côte D’lvoire,
Ethiopia, Senegal, Togo, Uganda, and Zambia.

Learn More

U.S. Company Invests in West African
Beekeeping, Boosting Jobs &
Production
U.S.-based natural waxes company Koster Keunen
is investing in the West African beekeeping industry,
with U.S. Government support. This co-investment
with the USAID West Africa Trade and Investment
Hub will increase the value of exports to the United
States by more than $8 million, improve beekeeping
practices for 11,200 smallholder farmers, and create
1,200 new jobs across West Africa.

Learn More

Cordaid Expands Credit Access Across
West Africa
The DFC is providing Cordaid with a $14.75 million
loan portfolio guarantee. Cordaid will use this
financing to support small and medium sized
companies and microfinance institutions that are
creating economic opportunity and building more
prosperous communities in Burkina Faso, Sierra
Leone, Guinea, and Mali. The transaction uses a
blended finance model, including first-loss capital to
be provided by USAID’s West Africa Trade and
Investment Hub.

Learn More

South Africa Fights Cybercrime with
U.S. Support
South Africa has the third-largest number of cybercrime victims worldwide. Despite investment in
cybersecurity, cyber-crime has increased across the
country. The U.S. Trade and Development Agency
(USTDA) advanced Prosper Africa through a
reverse trade mission for South African regulators
and bank representatives that showcased American
innovation in cybersecurity policy and technology.
South Africa has since collaborated with American
cybersecurity companies to create solutions that
are shoring up its resilience to digital threats,
protecting millions of South African consumers from
cyber-crime, and supporting a positive business
environment and economic growth.

Learn More

U.S. Company Invests in Djibouti’s
Infrastructure
CR Energy Concepts (CREC) signed an agreement
with the Government of Djibouti to construct a $190
million Renewable Energy Park - the first
infrastructure project in Djibouti to be built by the
U.S. private sector. The project will support $115
million in U.S. exports and 90% of the equipment in
the plant will be American made. The park will add
capacity to the Djiboutian power grid and create
over 100 local jobs. CREC is making use of a
whole-of-U.S. Government support package to
advance this deal.

Learn More

Kenyan Forestry Company Raises
$30M in U.S. Investment
Komaza, a Kenya-based forestry company, raised
about $30 million in equity thanks to USAID
transaction advisory support. Komaza partners with
smallholder farmers to plant, grow, and harvest
trees that are later processed to serve as highquality building materials for infrastructure and
construction across the region. With this investment,
the company will scale its business across East
Africa, expand its existing partnership with over
25,000 smallholder farmers, upgrade its wood
processing facilities, and contribute to its goal of
planting one billion trees by 2030.

Learn More

U.S. Supports Infrastructure Across
Africa
Across Africa, infrastructure gaps affect quality of
life and limit business growth, investment, and
entrepreneurship. Since the launch of Prosper
Africa in June 2019, the U.S. Trade and
Development Agency (USTDA) has funded project
preparation grants to support more than 30 deals in
Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Rwanda,
Senegal, South Africa, and more. These grants are
supporting infrastructure projects in a wide range of
sectors, and will help U.S. companies gain access
to new export opportunities across Africa, in some of
the world’s fastest-growing and most dynamic
economies.
Learn More

West Africa's Apparel Industry
Responds to COVID-19
In support of Prosper Africa, USAID is co-investing
with the West African apparel industry to support
Africa’s COVID response efforts. For example, with
a $325K grant, Dignity-Do the Right Thing (DTRT) is
co-investing approximately $1.2 million to sustain its
2,500+ employees and pivot production from
consumer apparel to medical gowns and coveralls.
DTRT - a U.S.-Ghanaian joint venture- is the first
factory in West Africa with these capabilities.

Learn More

U.S. Investment Strengthens
Healthcare in Egypt
Al-Tayseer Healthcare Group (THG) is the largest
healthcare provider in the Nile Delta region, a
historically underserved and heavily populated area
north of Cairo. With a co-investment from the
Egyptian-American Enterprise Fund (EAEF) and a
leading Egypt-based private equity firm, THG will
increase bed capacity in its Zagazig hospital,
renovate and expand its hospital in Mansoura, and
establish a new hospital in Mit Ghamr. EAEF is a
U.S. Government-seeded investment fund with a
mandate to strengthen Egypt’s private sector.

Learn More

Niger Partners with the U.S. to
Rehabilitate Critical Roadway
In Niger, the RN7 highway serves as a vital road that
supports national and regional commerce. However,
it’s currently in disrepair, leading to frequent
breakdowns that slow traffic and stifle flow of goods
throughout the country. The Government of Niger
has partnered with the Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC) to begin reconstruction of one of
the roughest sections of the RN7. Today it takes
drivers 10 hours to travel that stretch of the highway
but once rehabilitation of this section is complete,
this travel time will be reduced to only two hours.

Learn More

MCC Launches the Togo Threshold
Program
Togo has faced challenges connecting rural citizens
with affordable information and communications
technology (ICT) services. In addition, many
Togolese citizens face daunting paperwork when
trying to secure access to their land. To address
these challenges, the Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC) and the Government of Togo
have launched the Togo Threshold Program, which
will both expand access to affordable, high-quality
ICT services and strengthen the legal framework for
land rights.

Learn More

Botswanan Food Company Expands
with U.S. Support
Absa Bank Botswana is using a 50% loan portfolio
credit guaranty from the DFC and USAID to support
small businesses across Botswana. With this
support, the bank provided a $2 million loan to a
small bread company, Arona Natural Foods. This
loan allowed the bread company to hire more
employees and expand production. When COVID19 forced Botswana to close its borders, Arona's
expanded production also helped the company
meet increased local demand.

Learn More

Kenya Mobilizes Large-Scale
Infrastructure Investments
With Prosper Africa support, the Kenya Pension
Funds Investment Consortium (KEPFIC) intends to
mobilize more than $229 million for alternative
asset investments, such as long-term infrastructure
projects and private equity over the next five years.
In time, this will help unlock billions of dollars in
infrastructure development in Kenya; and provide
an opportunity for greater collaboration between
Kenyan and American pension funds.

Learn More

Kenyan Retail Company Delivers
Essential Goods with U.S. Support
Copia Global, a Kenyan retail and e-commerce
company, will grow its mobile commerce platform
and logistics network thanks to $5 million in equity
from the U.S. International Development Finance
Corporation. Copia Global delivers essential goods
like food, personal care products, and school
supplies to low- and middle-income consumers in
rural and peri-urban areas of Kenya. These
customers include people earning less than $10 per
day, with approximately 70% of customers
employed by small businesses or farms.

Learn More

4G Capital Supports Kenyan Small
Businesses
4G Capital is using a $2.9 million loan guarantee
from the U.S. International Development Finance
Corporation to provide affordable microloans that
are disbursed to and repaid by entrepreneurs and
small businesses in Kenya through a mobile banking
platform.

Learn More

U.S. Invests in Mozambique's Power
Infrastructure
The Central Térmica de Temane project, a power
plant under development with the Mozambican
government and South Africa-based Sasol
Petroleum, will receive an up to $200 million loan
from the DFC. This investment will help fund the
development, construction, and operation of a 420megawatt power plant and 25-kilometer
interconnection line in Mozambique. The plant will
diversify the country’s energy mix, reduce the cost
of electricity, and utilize the domestic gas supply to
increase power generation in a country that faces
one of the lowest electrification rates globally.

Learn More

U.S. Government Promotes Financial
Market Stability Across Africa
The U.S. International Development Finance
Corporation (DFC) is providing an up to $250 million
capital loan to the Africa Finance Corporation (AFC).
This financing will allow AFC to continue serving
new and existing borrowers across the continent as
a low-cost source of financing in the wake of
COVID-19. With DFC’s support, AFC will prioritize
investments in energy, telecommunications,
transportation, and other critical infrastructure.

Learn More

Kenyan Tech Company Supports
Women's Health
With an investment from the U.S. International
Development Finance Corporation, Kenya's Kasha
will expand its e-commerce platform, delivering
critical health and personal care products to women
and girls across Rwanda and Kenya. Kasha’s mobile
platform is accessible with or without internet or a
smartphone, selling products directly to low- and
middle-income women. This $1 million investment
from the DFC is also expected to create over 350
formal jobs, of which 90 percent are expected to be
filled by women.

Learn More

Nigerian Agribusiness Raises $4.4M
Tomato Jos, a farmer-first agribusiness in Nigeria,
raised $4.4M in equity thanks to Prosper Africa
transaction advisory support funded by the United
States Agency for International Development
(USAID). Founded by Mira Mehta, an American
entrepreneur, Tomato Jos uses best practices in
agriculture and food processing, coupled with local
market expertise, to produce high-quality, local
products. This has significantly increased farmers'
yields leading to an average income increase of
455%. This investment in Tomato Jos comes
primarily from local and U.S. investors.

Learn More

U.S. Government Supports Internet
Connectivity in Nigeria
The U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA)
is funding two projects to help deliver fast, reliable
internet to thousands of Nigerian households. North
Carolina-based CCG Consulting will conduct a
feasibility study to help ipNX Nigeria Limited expand
its fiberoptic network to more than 200,000
households. New Jersey-based S2 Associations
International’s study will help Aldreda Fields develop
aerially-installed broadband networks, bringing more
accessible and affordable internet to neighborhoods
across Lagos.

Learn More

Woman-Owned West African Business
Enters U.S. Market
Tahara & Fils, a Guinean-based palm oil business,
shipped its first container of palm oil to a distributor
in Maryland thanks to technical assistance from the
U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID). “We have learned how to apply strict
quality criteria, fill out required documentation, and
improve our commercial export billing process,”
founder Tahara Haidara Diallo explains. “These
exports enable our growth and investments in new
markets and give more value to our products."

Learn More

Texas Small Business Wins Ghana
Engineering Bid
Gap Engineering, a Houston-based engineering
firm, will refurbish four water plants and construct
two new plants for the Government of Ghana. These
water plants will help Ghana meet critical
infrastructure needs for decades to come. Gap
Engineering was able to compete and secure this
bid thanks to a $4.5 million Export Working
Capital Program loan through the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA) - its largest export
loan in 5 years.

Learn More

American Small Business Wins Major
Contract in Senegal
Chicago’s Weldy Lamont won a $100 million gridextension contract to provide energy access to
about 400,000 people across Senegal. With U.S.
Export-Import Bank (EXIM) financing, the deal will
support 500 American jobs across 14 states. This
success builds on U.S. Embassy Dakar Deal Team
advocacy for Weldy Lamont’s bid, which beat out a
Chinese-Turkish joint venture, Herz Construction. In
a note to the U.S. Government, Weldy Lamont
attributed much of its success to “Team USA.”

Tech Company Raises $3.6 Million
Field Intelligence, a Nigeria-based healthcare
technology company, completed a $3.6 million
investment round thanks to transaction advisory
support from the U.S. Government. Field
Intelligence uses software to help pharmacies
forecast, manage, and finance drug orders. This
investment will fund the scale up of Shelf Life, a
technology-enabled supply chain finance platform
that helps pharmacies manage their inventory and
stock high-quality medicines their customers need.

Learn More

Mother's Shea Exports to 1,000+
Target Stores Across the U.S.
Mother-daughter team Eugenia and Naa-Sakle
Akuete are leaders in Africa’s growing shea industry.
An estimated 16 million women across 21 African
nations work in shea, a natural product that is in
high-demand in U.S. food and cosmetic markets.
Since the 1990s, Eugenia has used U.S.
Government support to build her business from the
ground up. Thanks to a follow-on grant from the U.S.
African Development Foundation (USADF), Mother's
Shea moisturizer is now available in Target Stores
across the United States.

Learn More

South African FinTech Company
Expands Its Reach
Mukuru, a South African-based fintech company,
completed a strategic acquisition of Zoona's
operational assets in Malawi thanks to transaction
advisory support from the U.S. Government.
Mukuru, which offers a convenient and low-cost way
to make mobile payments, aims to increase financial
inclusion and financial access to the underserved in
sub-Saharan Africa. This acquisition will help
Mukuru boost financial inclusion and increase jobs in
Malawi.

Learn More

U.S. Business Strengthens Senegal's
Social Infrastructure
Philadelphia-based ABD Group signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with the
Senegalese government to create a financing
facility of up to $320 million for social infrastructure
projects in Senegal. This facility will help Senegal
pursue some of its highest development priorities in
health care, education, infrastructure, and housing.

Learn More

U.S. Company Partners to Build
Highway in Senegal
With support from the U.S. Embassy Dakar Deal
Team, Bechtel Corporation, an American
construction firm, and Ageroute, Senegal’s road
construction agency, have partnered to build a
state-of-the-art 165 kilometer (102 mile) highway
from the Dakar metro area to the northern city of
Saint-Louis. This project will create up to 4,000 jobs
in Senegal and support 1,500 jobs in the United
States.

GE Invests in Senegal
With support from the U.S. Embassy Dakar Deal
Team, GE has partnered with two Senegalese
government agencies – Senelec and FONSIS. With
Senelec, GE will upgrade power generation plants
and increase access to electricity. With FONSIS,
GE will provide Senegalese people with worldleading diagnostic equipment. GE will also develop
a training facility for Senegal’s electricity sector and
a medical center for burn patients.

Learn More

Sierra Leone Increases Access to
Financial Services
With U.S. Government technical assistance, the
Bank of Sierra Leone recently issued guidelines to
make financial services accessible and affordable
for the people of Sierra Leone. By supporting
financial inclusivity, Sierra Leone is providing
entrepreneurs, small businesses, and the general
public with new financial and employment
opportunities. This critical reform will support
inclusive and resilient private-sector led growth.

U.S. Business Exports Rail Equipment
to Cameroon
The Export-Import Bank of the United States is
providing $13 million in loan guarantees to support
the export of four diesel-electric locomotives by
Wabtec Corporation to Cameroon Railways
(Camrail). Wabtec is in the process of taking over
General Electric’s Rail Engine Manufacturing
Facilities.

Learn More

GE Invests in the DRC's Energy &
Health Sectors
With support from the U.S. Embassy Kinshasa Deal
Team, GE signed a Memorandum of Understanding
with the Democratic Republic of the Congo to
develop infrastructure projects across the country.
GE plans to invest at least $1.8 billion in energy
projects over the next three years, which will add
some 1,000 megawatts of power to Congo’s grid.

Learn More

Coca Cola Expands in Ethiopia
Coca Cola announced $300 million in new
investments in Ethiopia over the next five years. This
would include new bottling plants, expanded
distribution networks, and moves into other
beverages, like juice.
The U.S. Embassy Deal Team has supported Coca
Cola by advocating for Ethiopian officials to resolve
licensing and other procedural issues.

Learn More

Culligan International Wins Rwanda
Water Tenders
Embassy Kigali’s Deal Team worked closely with the
Department of Commerce Advocacy Center to help
U.S. company Culligan International beat out
Chinese firms to win $7.4 million in tenders that will
more than triple the supply of clean water to Kigali.

Learn More

Prosper Africa is the U.S. Government initiative to substantially increase two-way trade and
investment between the United States and Africa. By connecting U.S. and African businesses
and investors with new opportunities, Prosper Africa creates jobs and drives shared economic
growth for the U.S. and Africa.
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